
 
 

1.  Japanese Neolithic Jar 
 
Height: 47.0 cm. (18 1/2 in.) 
Diameter: 38.0 cm. (15 in.) 

Middle Jōmon period 
2500-1500 B.C. 
 
Recent provenance:  A Japanese collection 
 
The ancient earthenware storage jar has a deep ‘U’-shaped body with a flat base, the sides angling 
slightly outward as they ascend to a dramatic triple-peaked rim. The three wave-shaped peaks, which 
are formed by deeply grooved clay that swirls up and crests inward, are each hollowed with four oval 
openings. Thick rounded bands are applied below the rim on the flaring neck in broad, curling “C”-
shapes on their backs, above a double band also formed from rounded ropes of clay. On the exterior 
of the jar the surface is rouletted and cross rouletted in an irregular pattern, the surface shading from 
reddish buff at the base to a greyish color as the walls ascend, and exhibiting blackened areas on the 
rim and displaying a scattering of mica particles embedded in the body. The interior is smooth and 
reddish grey in color..  

 

                                                       
 

Produced over an extraordinary ten millennia, Jōmon, or “cord marked,” pottery, stymies us 
with its enormous variety, a result attributable to both its unimaginably long period of 
production and also to the vastness of its geographical distribution. Sites where the pottery 
has been discovered and excavated are dotted across Japan.  Holding it all together, however, 

is the basic method of decoration, so definitive that the name describing it, Jōmon, was 
adopted not only for the pots and period of their production but for the culture and its 
people as well. 
 
Although we do not have the luxury of knowing where the present vessel was found, we can 

suggest a provenance in the Kantō region, possibly in Chiba or Ibaraki prefecture, whose 

potteries during the Middle Jōmon period had certain stylistic affinities with each other and 
which the present vessel shares to some degree. One has to keep in mind, however, the 
diversity of wares within these areas and the complexity of interrelationships between them 
and other areas of production, which make the art of attribution a very tricky endeavor. 
 
The iron-rich earthenware clay used to produce these ceramics—fired without the use of 
kilns, en plein air so to speak and naturally at low temperatures—was enriched with such 
materials as mica and crushed shells, acting as adhesives and rendering the textures irregular 
and complex and the small particles of mica causing the surfaces of these ceramics to subtly 
glint and glitter. Made by hand with the aid of the sundry tools available to the Neolithic 
potter, the aesthetic conjoins spontaneity and purposefulness and gives birth to a family 
diverse, exceptional, and compelling. 
 


